40 MORE USES

HOME/GARDEN
- Removes graffiti from latex fences
- Lubricates double glazing mechanisms on window locks
- Lubricates raising mechanisms for Purple Martin (bird) houses
- Use the No-Mess Pen to get Christmas tree sap off ornaments
- Unsticks gummed-up buttons on an air conditioner
- Cleans the exterior doors of wood pellet stoves
- Lubricates aluminum blind stoppers to prevent blinds from sticking
- Revitalizes the color on faded vinyl shutters
- Use the No-Mess Pen to unstick telephone buttons
- Cleans and polishes brushed aluminum face plates on old stereo receivers
- Use the No-Mess Pen to lubricate/stop squeaks on small kitchen cabinet door hinges
- Cleans and shines bathroom formica tiles and fixtures fast
- Lubricates the exhaust fan over the stove, keeping it in excellent working order
- Use the No-Mess Pen to lubricate the area under the hook of a sewing machine
- Spray on sticky toilet paper rollers to make replacing a roll much easier
- Coat blender blades weekly to prevent corrosion
- Helps remove residue that remains after removing calcification (caused by mineral water) from ceramic pots
- Lubricates threads on (table) umbrella poles

CAR/TRUCK
- When disassembling a race car engine for the off-season, spray the parts down and wrap in plastic wrap to keep well-oiled and prevent rust
- Lubricates the plastic connection of an automobile headlamp retaining nut
- Removes wax from flat black car paint to remove “cloudy” appearance
- Spray on windshield wipers in the early summer so the blades don’t crack and dry out
- Use the No-Mess Pen to lubricate hinges on windshield wipers without making a mess

OTHER
- Spray down the blade of snowplows; it helps make the snow “roll” right off
- Cleans DVDs, after using WD-40, clean them with soap and water to keep them playing great
- Use the No-Mess Pen to remove fingerprints and smudges from your martial arts sword
- Lubricates the threads of coax/antenna connectors on amateur radio antennas
- Keeps snake and reptile skins pliable in taxidermy
- Pre-treats laundry before washing to help remove roofing tar stains
- Lubricates wheels on power wheelchairs
- Spray stainless steel tables (used to collect/pack fish) to prevent “pits” from rusting
- Removes dried contact cement from hair
- Prevents the hydraulic unit on a BO105 helicopter from malfunctioning; Apply WD-40 every morning during daily inspection
- Keeps beard trimmers working well and quietly

ON THE JOB
- Removes paint from dungarees
- Lubricates wheels of paper shredders, to prevent paper from jamming
- Helps remove heavy grease deposits from heavy-duty conveyor systems
- Use the WD-40 No-Mess Pen - a small amount on the inside of an old stapler - so it glides easier to load staples

SPORTS/RECREATION
- Spray on a paint brush for an easy way to clean RC cars
- Use the WD-40 Smart Straw to help clean frets on guitars and prevent strings from rusting